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Abstract

Privacy concerns with sensitive data are receiving increasing attention. In this thesis,
we study local differential privacy (LDP) in interactive decentralized optimization.
Comparing to central differential privacy (DP), where a centralized curator maintains
the dataset, LDP is a stronger notion yet with industrial adoption, which allows data
of an individual to be privatized before sharing. Consequently, more challenges are
encountered to build efficient statistical analyzer in LDP setting.

Towards practical decentralized optimization in LDP, we extend LDP into a more
comprehensive notion which provides both worst and average case privacy guarantees.
Accordingly, two approaches to sharpen utility-privacy tradeoff are proposed for the
worst and the average, respectively: First, cryptographically incorporated with merely
linear secret sharing, we show the privacy guarantee can be improved by a factor of
V where N' amongst all N agents are semi-honest. Second, we take Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM), and decentralized (stochastic) gradient
descent(D(S)GD) as two concrete examples to propose a framework of first-order
based optimization with random local aggregators. We prove such local randomization
lead to the same utility guarantee but amplify average LDP by a constant, empirically
around 30%. Thorough experiments support our theory.

Thesis Supervisor: Srini Devadas
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Due to the underlying intensive computation and memory requirement in large-scale

machine learning, distributed learning has witnessed tremendous development in recent

years. In general, there exist two typical scenarios of distributed optimization. The first

one assumes a central server to collect and average out local estimates from each agent

to update the global model, for example, federated learning [1,[2],[3]. When a "data

fusion" center is costly or infeasible, one recourse is a decentralized approach where

each agent broadcasts updates to its neighbors and agents collaboratively approach

the global optimum [4],[5],[6],[7].

While there is great interest in advances to accelerate the performance of opti-

mization algorithms, privacy preservation is also equally important to many machine

learning tasks, especially in the processing of medical records and financial data.

Techniques are required to quantify privacy loss during processing, and differential

privacy (DP) is one of the best known rigorous theoretical mechanisms that serves this

purpose. There is a large body of DP based Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) work

[8],{9],[10],[11], [12], [13],[14], [15] and DP-based k-means[16], Bayesian learning [17],

identity testing [18] and deep learning [19], [20] works. Given a randomized algorithm,

DP offers a provable guarantee against statistical inference that its output is insensitive

to a slight change in the input dataset, for example, replacement of a single datapoint.

Thus, from outputs observed, it is hard to distinguish the participation of an individual.

The notion of DP was initially developed with a centralized view. Under central DP

13



or distributed learning with trusted central servers, using secure aggregator techniques

[21], [22] or subsampling techniques [23] with secrecy of intermediate computation

[24], many elegant mechanisms of privacy amplification have been proposed.

However, agents may not trust any other parties to collect their local data. To this

end, a stronger notion is local differential privacy (LDP) [25], [26] in the distributed

scenario, where each agent can run a randomization procedure locally and the privacy

of an individual is still guaranteed even with a malicious collector. LDP has been

adopted by Apple, Microsoft and Google as one formal definition of privacy [27],

[28], [29]. Nonetheless, in contrast to the central model, LDP is far less studied

despite successful deployment in industry [30. Especially for private optimization, in

the central model, the optimization protocol can be viewed as a black box since no

information leakage can occur during the execution. Perturbation can be elegantly

added only in the objective function, at the beginning, or the output, at the end.

Well-known objective/output perturbation methods (e.g. [8]) and follow-up work

[31], [32], [33] all capture this idea. For LDP, though one can still apply the above

techniques in an non-interactive manner [34],[121,[35], high sample complexity to

compensate for accuracy loss may be required.

In an interactive decentralized optimization, additional privacy loss arises from

agents' cooperation. To investigate LDP in practice, we need concrete algorithms to

support our analysis. In general, there are two types of decentralized optimization.

One is (sub)gradient based, such as decentralized (stochastic) gradient descent (GD)

methods [7], [6], [36], and EXTRA [37]. The second relies on solving a constrained

problem with dual variables to minimize some Lagrangian function, such as Alternative

Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [38]. Though both proceed in an iterative

manner, the computation of GD in each step can be less expensive compared to ADMM.

Nevertheless, for general convex problems, the convergence rate of decentralized GD is

O(1/V) and that of ADMM is 0(1/K) [4], where K denotes the number of iterations.

Under such a framework, agents enrolled in computing only need to share the states of

optimization with neighbors. However, privacy loss also arises from such information

exchange, since exposed intermediate results can be easily used to learn the sensitive

14



parameters of the local private functions. Incorporating cryptographic methods, such

as (partial) homomorphic encryption [39], [40], [41], can come with high overhead

especially in large-scale optimization. Alternatively, under the lens of DP, the most

common approach is to apply perturbed local estimates during the update exchange

in decentralized algorithms [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]. Although heuristic

exploration, such as gradually increasing the step penalty [43], can improve the utility-

privacy tradeoff, existing works lack insights into the fundamentals of algorithmic

convergence with noise perturbation.

1.1 Problem Statement

Consider a decentralized optimization problem across N agents in a connected network.

The network is modeled by an undirected graph g(I, f). Nodes are indexed as

4' = {1, ... , N} and when two nodes i and j are neighbors that can communicate,

(i, j) ec . In general, we assume each node holds a function f(xi) that we regard as a

loss function determined by samples held locally with the parameter xi to be optimized.

Throughout the rest of the paper, we always assume that f(-) is a differentiable convex

function C -> R and xi c C c Rd. C can be viewed as the constraint, assumed to be

a closed convex set. In general, we express the objective function to minimize as

N N

min f(xi), s.t. Aixi = c,(1.1)
X[1:N] i=1 i=1

under a linear constraint. In many learning problems, X[1:N] stand for one parameter

to be collaboratively optimized, where [1 : N] is the compact form of {1, 2,..., N}. We

term the problem as consensus optimization if the constraint requires that all xi be

equal, of which the restrain can still be enforced as the linear constraint i Aixi=0,

where Ai includes the information of graph connectivity [49].

15



1.2 Differential Privacy

For a randomized algorithm a and a dataset 9 as its input, we call 9' adjacent to 9

if 9 and 9' only differ in one data point. In the central model, quantitatively, we say

9 achieves E-DP if for any adjacent 9 and 9', and any set S in the domain of d(.),

Pr[d(9) e S]) ePr[/(9) E S]) + 6. (1.2)

When 5 = 0, it is termed as pure DP, otherwise it is referred to relaxed DP,

where one may apply a stronger composition theorem for accumulated privacy loss

[50]. To embed the notion in the decentralized optimization setting, in this paper, a

corresponds to the optimization algorithm selected, while the functions f[1:N] behave

as the inputs and are the privacy concern. In the local version, each agent does not

trust anyone and, in the worst case, all other parties are colluding against some agent

i to learn some sensitive information of fi. Following [51], [25], LDP in the context of

decentralized optimization can be similarly defined as,

Definition 1 ((,6)-LDP with worst-case guarantee). A decentralized optimization

algorithm c is (E,)-LDP if for each i e [1 : N] and any S in the output domain of

Pr((9) E S) ) e' Pr(d(9) E S) + 56 (1.3)

where 9; = (f1, ... , *, ... , fN) and 9; = (fi, •••, , -- , fN) only differ in the th entryand

fand f are arbitrary two objective functions, determined by two possible adjacent

datasets of agent i, respectively.

1.3 Motivation

The worst-case nature of (E,6) (L)DP in formulation (1.2) and (1.4) does not capture

the expected privacy guarantee over the distribution of outputs. Accordingly, we

develop a output-specific LDP notion, which allows us to more precisely quantify the

statistical price of privacy.
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Definition 2 ((E,6, y)-LDP with worst & average-case guarantee). A decentralized

optimization algorithm d is (e,6, y)-LDP if for each i e [1 : N] and any output X of

Pr (; =) e )Pr(d(9) =X) + 6(X), (1.4)

such that sup, E(y) E and supx 6(X) 6, while EE(x) yE and Ex6(X) y6 for

any 9i and 9'. The distribution of X depends on the true dataset used in C.

The above definition is more comprehensive than (1.4), where the additional

parameter y indeed captures the gap between the worst and average privacy loss.

On the other side, to randomize an algorithm, the most common technique in DP

is perturbation, such as the well-known Laplace/Gaussian Mechanism, where an

independent noise is added. Therefore, it is of sufficient interests to understand the

utility-privacy tradeoff and, even more, whether privacy can come for free without

utility compromise. Unfortunately, such independent noise will bring utility compro-

mise in general. Lower bounds of utility loss in ERM has been provided in [101, [251,

[34], which shows a negative answer that given worst-case (L)DP guarantee, privacy

always comes with a non negligible cost. However, it remains open whether there

exists certain algorithmically-dependent randomization for privacy amplification in a

non-asymptotic view or with respect to (w.r.t.) average loss.

1.4 Methodology Overview

We first review the basic updating subroutine in decentralized gradient descent. Let xk

denote the local estimate of the global optimum for agent i at round k. In consensus

optimization, a naively noisy form of decentralized GD [7], [61 can be described as,

N

xk+1 -- g k - 77k+1 (x)B Ak+1 (1.5)
i=1 A

where wij E [0, 1] is the weight assigned to x such that wij = 1 and 7 k+1 is the

step size at round (k + 1). A+ 1 denotesthenoiseadded,which is assumed to be
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Laplace noise. Therefore, Part A in (1.5) is a weighted average of updates collected

from the last iteration and Part B corresponds to the gradient step taken. In the

typical case (1.5), gradient descent is randomized by resorting to perturbation A k1.

One can apply a stochastic gradient instead, but the subsampling does not amplify

privacy [10]. However, we show that carefully designed randomization can reshape the

output distribution to produce a sharpened average privacy loss. In Section 2, it is

noted that the optimization protocol may take dozens of steps and divergence among

xi, i E [1 : N], always exists. Now, for instance, imagine if we use random weights

iwij instead in (1.5), which are independently selected across each iteration: Part A

becomes a random variable within some neighborhood of x , while Part B remains

the same. In the (k + 1)th iteration, conditional on x/, i e [1 : N], and f, xh+1 then

follows a mixture Laplace distribution with a random mean. Similarly, recalling the

updating rule of ADMM with dual method for (1.1), each update relies on solving an

optimization problem:

xi+ : arg min f-(x , .,xi, ... ,xN, Ak + -Aixi + ( j i-x2+ Ail
j~i

(1.6)

where the Lagrangianfunction is defined as.L(xi,..., XN,A) i =-j(xi)-A T( 1 Aixi-

c). The Lagrangian multiplier Ak+1 is updated through Ak+1 := Ak -(ZN Aixk+ 1 - c).

If we allow each agent to independently select random penalties p and F across

iterations, clearly, a similar mixture Laplace with random mean, x k 1 is produced.

While a random mean amplifies the uncertainty, trivially incorporating such an idea in

existing algorithms may easily lead to unclear convergence guarantees or cumbersome

privacy analysis.

1.5 Contribution and Organization

In this paper, we study the LDP of interactive decentralized optimization from both

asymptotic and non-asymptotic perspectives.
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(i) We first follow an active line of research on LDP amplification via cryptography.

Very recently, via shuffling for anonymity, Erlingsson et al. propose a framework

to narrow the gap between central DP and LDP [52], which is further generalized

by Cheu et.al [53]. For first-order based decentralized optimizations which satisfy

(E, 6)-LDP, in Theorem 2.1.1, we present a framework with merely a linear secret

sharing scheme which can satisfy (E/ ,86) central DP, where N' is the number

of semi-honest agents amongst all N nodes in the network.

(ii) Taking ADMM and D(S)GD as two examples, we propose a framework of

decentralized optimization with varying parameters. A unified local privacy

analysis is presented in Theorem 2.2.1 and we quantify the privacy amplification

constant y in Theorem 2.2.2. Rigorous analysis on the upper bound of utility

loss for proposed algorithms are included in Theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.3, 3.2.1.

Following that, we provide more refined analysis to explain why even with further

randomization, the proposed algorithms are with almost the same convergence

rate compared to the ones with fixed-parameters in practice. Experiments

support the theory. Further analysis on the strongly convex case is shown in

Appendix J.
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Chapter 2

Algorithm Description and Privacy

Analysis

2.1 Secret-sharing Based Privacy Amplification

Generally speaking, updates from neighbors are aggregated in some linearly weighted

form (e.g. Part A in (1.5)) in first-order based decentralized optimization, while the

exchange procedure incurs the privacy loss before each aggregation. In the following,

we show once the aggregation can be securely computed from the multiple parties,

the differential privacy will also be benefited accordingly. Due to the nice structure of

the linear form, we consider secret sharing. We first give the details of the algorithm

construction, where we take the private DGD as an example. Without loss of generality,

we assume the graph is fully connected temporarily to ease the algorithm description

in this section.

Here 11-11q denotes the le norm and ||-|| denotes the standard 12 norm for brevity

throughout the rest of this thesis. The above scheme relies on the basic fact that

i 1 = 1 s _j= _j= j s j=x mod p. Besides, in ADMM protocol,

it is noted that the aggregation is in the form EN Aixk. One may replace step 1 with

ADMM updating procedure (1.6) and implement secret sharing on Aixk instead. A

similar private ADMM protocol can be derived as well.

21



Secret-sharing based Private Decentralized Gradient Descent (DGD)

Input: f[1:N], X[1:N] and p E Z that p > |II x ithverwhelmingprobability.

for k = 1, 2,...K do
Agents i= 1 to N do in parallel:
1. Agent vi applies an (E, 6)-locally private version of DGD updating rule: xk

zN yk-1
N i= k k(x 1 )+ A, where A kis a Gaussian N(O, o-2)

2. Randomly split x into N shares, sN] such that x = ENs .mod p.
3. Agent vi sends s to vj while keeping s as a secret, left to itself.

4. Each agent sums up slN] received as s S mod p.

5. vi broadcasts sk
6. Each agent reconstructs EN x = EN &s mod p

end for

Theorem 2.1.1. When N > 3, if each node can have secure communication with the

rest nodes, the above linear secret sharing based DGD satisfies (E/V ,6) central DP

where there exist N' semi-honest nodes across the network.

Remark 2.1.1. In the federated learning setting, where there may exist several, say

g, curators to collect and aggregate the updates, a similar secret sharing can be

implemented as: the update xk of each agent is still randomly split into g shares sent

to the g curators, respectively. When at least one curator is semi-honest, Theorem

2.1.1 holds as well.

Theorem 2.1.1 implies that through the cooperation, the inputs of semi-honest

agents can be securely merged and the privacy is amplified in a central view of the

input union. However, it is worth noting that when all other nodes are colluding

against some node i, i.e., N' = 1, Theorem 2.1.1 does not provide privacy amplification.

In the following, we resort to algorithm-dependent randomization to further improve

LDP even under the worst assumptions on nodes across the network.

22
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2.2 Decentralized Optimization with Randomized Lo-

cal Aggregations

We first present the main protocol of modified private ADMM and Decentralized

SGD (DSGD) as Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively. Here, we omit the projection step if

C Rd since we are interested in arbitrary constraints. Still for simplicity, in this

section, we assume W is fully connected and only consider the consensus problem

temporarily, while we provide a convergence proof for general cases in the next section.

In contrast to previous private ADMM protocols [38], [421, [43], we consider

applying a first-order approximation for each f:

fk(x) f(x)+Vfi(xk)(xi - xk), (2.1)

and we derive a modified private ADMM accordingly as follows. Compared to

Algorithm 1 Modified Private ADMM with First-order Approximation

Input: Local functions f[1:N], step penalty {.
Initialize x01:N randomly, A0:N] 0. Each agent selects a private constant Di.

for k = 0,1,2,...K-1 do
Agents i = 1 to N do in parallel:
Randomly pick two positive diagonal matrices pk+l and Tk+1 such that (N -pi
1)pfkl + f , = Di -Ip and update xk* in parallel:

rk+1 (N - 1);k** Zyi x
k+1 _-_' k + ' - D 1Vf(xk) + DlAk + A . (2.2)

Di Di N-I B

Exchange xkl and then update A+1 := Ak - #,Xkl - xk*1
end for

conventional ADMM with updating rule (1.6), Algorithm 1 has reduced complexity,

same as that of DGD, which avoids finding the solution of (1.6) 1. It is clear that

Algorithm 1 and 2 share a very similar structure except for the dual variable Ak in

ADMM. Intuitively, Term (A) in either (2.2) or (2.3) behaves as a random aggregator

'Conventional ADMM may encounter considerable computation overhead across each iteration
since in general no closed-form optima of (1.6) exists
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to merge the updates from the previous iteration and Part B corresponds to the effect

from the function f on updating x 1 . Here, we only give two examples to select

the random weights where Term (A) is uniformly distributed in some interval. Many

variants can be easily derived, and more details can be found in Appendix E.

Algorithm 2 Modified Private Decentralized Stochastic Gradient Descent

Input: Local functions f and a diminishing sequence {7k}
Randomly divide N agents into 2K groups, S[1:2K].

Initialization yo and y.
for k = 0, 1, 2,..., K - 1 do

Agents i in S2k+1 and S2k+2 do in parallel
Randomly pick a positive diagonal matrix wi of which the non-zero elements are
within (0, 1). Then, update xi as:

yk k
x i (Id -- iy2 - 7k+1NVfi(  2) + Ai, (2.3)

A 2 B

Broadcast xi to agents in S2k+3 and S2k+4 whereyf+1 = s kl1ies.1 xi and
72k1= Zi,.k+

Y 2  s+21
end for

To quantify the privacy loss, we need to introduce a concept, sensitivity, to further

specify the noise. In proposed algorithms, the gradients of f are our privacy concern.

We say our protocols satisfy Bq sensitivity if for any two objective functions j and f

determined by two neighboring datasets of any agent i, supxEc Vf(x) - Vf(x) < !-.
q

In the case of ERM, -0 = O(, ) where bi denotes the size of dataset held by agent

i and each data point is bounded in l1. In the following, without loss of generality, we

restrict our focus to Algorithm 1 under 2o sensitivity. One can easily generalize the

following analysis to Algorithm 2 and sensitivity q in other norms. The following

lemma, whose proof is in Appendix B, provides a semi closed-form of e(X).

Lemma 2.2.1. Given y = [OK] Algorithm 1 satisfies E(X)-LDP, where

K-1 d pk1 [0:k]

e()=up=O logP I [l1fl N])) (2.4)EWx = sup lo Z k+1 X[ :k]'
Jihf k=0 1=1 P (i ull [1:N]

where xfl] denotes the 1 th coordinate of xk E Rd

24
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Following the Laplace mechanism [54],[55], we assume each coordinate of A i.i.d.

following a Laplace distribution Lap(O,1k) with probability density P(y) = ke-fkIYI.

Thus, either in (2.3) or (2.2), P(xI+[lIfx[:k]) follows the same Laplace distribution

as that of Ak* 1 [1] except the mean of xk*1 [1] is a random variable uniformly distributed

in some interval, denoted by rTk1[l] (see Term (A) in (2.2) ). To bound the accumu-

lated privacy loss, we consider the composition of the loss on each coordinate 1 and

iteration k, denoted by Ef1(X) = supf log[P(xj 1 [lfX )[:] 1  
[:N]

The following theorem provides an upper bound of k+1(V)

Theorem 2.2.1. Algorithms 1 achieves E(X) _ X'-1=1 E, (X)-LDP 2where

Ef(X) max log j e- kIxEUi-dx log e- - dx], (2.5)
It 1! isk L JrIl] I ]+t

where Tik [l] +t implies uniformly moving the interval with t. Moreover, for arbitrary X,

the right hand of (2.5) is never bigger than I3k-A0. Specifically, when xk [l] belongs

to T [l], it is strictly smaller than Pk-00.

Theorem 2.2.1 indicates that by directly applying LaplacelGaussian on ADMM

or DGD, the worst privacy loss equals to the average one, i.e., y = 1 in the modified

LDP (Definition 2). However, with random aggregation incorporated, there is always

a chance that one may achieve a strictly better average privacy loss while the same

worst-case guarantee still holds compared with the fixed-parameter case.

We include the proof of the above theorem in Appendix C. As a straightforward

corollary of the above theorem, if we fix parameters in Algorithms 1, then the local

privacy loss is Z-o d pk+19oo, which matches prior results [43], [42], [48]. To

conclude, for each Ek(X), randomized weights renders a constant privacy reduction

expressed as a conditional expectation, yk = Eg[E (X)/( k )x [:k-1]]. From

(2.5), a longer length of the interval Tk[l], denoted by w, renders a more concentrated

mixture distribution compared to pure Laplace. In the following theorem, whose proof

2 One can obtain a stronger composition form in relaxed (E,6)-LDP [50] that Algorithms 1 and 2

achieve (ZK Ed (e + -2 K E d (,Ek+(X))2 log(6),6)-LDP, for some6E (0, 1).
e/1 +1
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is in Appendix D, we quantify y when w >

Theorem 2.2.2. When w > -co,

y k < log ep2°° 1-2 2 (x,y)dydx]

£0- 1

+2 f f1-5 (x,y)dydx},

(2.6)

where 1(x, y) = &e-,Oklx-i

In Fig. 1 of 2-1, we show the relationship between y, w andp, where temporarily

the dependence on l and k is dropped for brevity and 2- is fixed to 0.001. With w

ranging from 0.1 to 1 and/ pfrom 2 to 10, clearly larger o andp, corresponding to a

longer interval length and noise of smaller variance, lead to better privacy amplification.

Fig. 1

0 4

0=10

0 n2 0.3 04 0, 0. n .7 gt h .9 1
Interval Length w

Fig. 2(a): Accuracy

o AlgorfthmI1
[481
[421

S 20 40t a o 0 100
Iteration

Fig. 2(b): Privacy Loss

44Algorithm I
[42]
[43]
Worst Case

e
2.264 s o e

Itrto

Figure 2-1: Expected Average Privacy Amplification and Performance Comparison
with Existing Works

As a comparison, we also test the proposed schemes and state-of-the-art approaches

on a regularized logistic regression of the Adult dataset, from the UCI machine

learning repository [43]. The performance of existing private ADMM [43] (with

increasing penalty), [42], [48] and Algorithm 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2 of 2-1, where

the communication graph 9 is randomly generated with N = 10 and E = I|B = 20.

Fig. 2 (a) of 2-1 shows the accuracy in a logarithmic scale, where even with the

26
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0
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first-order approximation, Algorithm 1 has almost the same performance as prior

works. Associated privacy loss of Algorithm 1 is presented in Fig. 2 (b) of 2-1. The

worst case in Fig. 2 (b) of 2-1 refers to _- dpLk+12co,. On average, we achieve

30% privacy loss reduction. We omit the privacy loss of [48] in Fig. 2 (b) of since it is

too loose in this example. We note th t the plots of [43], [42] in Fig. 2(b) (and [48])

either require global sensitivity or smoothness of gradients, while we only assume local

sensitivity. Full description and results of experiments are included in Appendix E. In

Appendix E (Fig. E-3 and E-4), we also show that the parameter randomization in

Algorithms 1 and 2 does not bring accuracy compromise, which is guaranteed by the

convergence theorems presented in next section.
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Chaptpr 3

Convergence and Utility Tradeoff

Analysis

Throughout this section, we will provide convergence proofs of Algorithm 1 & 2

proposed. It is worth noting that the following theorems and framework of proofs

are invariant to whether a randomized local aggregation is incorporated or not when

parameters are in some proper admissible range. The conclusions shown also match

the theoretical lower bound of utility loss in an asymptotic view. With those upper

bounds of convergence rate at hand, we will provide stronger evidence to show why

the further randomized aggregation does not compromise the performance in practice.

To deal with those asymptotic utility bound, we stick to the conventional LDP setting

(Definition 1) w.r.t. the worst case.

For simplicity, letXk= (x,,.x) and F(Xk)- Xi f(xk), where accordingly

VF(Xk) (Vfi(x ),..., VfN(X )). We first recall some commonly used notions in

convex optimization analysis.

" A function f(x): C R is L-Lipschitz continuous if for any x,y e C, If(x) -

f (y)| ! L ||x - y||1.

" A function f(x) : C R is M-smooth if Vf(.) is M-Lipschitz continuous: for

any x,y e C,

||Vfi(x) - Vfi(y)|| :! V ||x - y||.
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3.1 Utility Analysis of Algorithm 1

We describe the construction of Algorithm 1 in two steps to solve (1.1). First we

recall the case of conventional ADMM (1.6) without first-order approximation but

incorporating random penalties across iterations. The updating procedure of node i

ai the (k + 1)th iteration becomes

.i~l := argmin,, fi(xi)- AkT Aixi + >yi Ajx -c

2

+1 Aixi + yjx- c + |xi -x|k+1 (3.1)
x i=jk ~k+l

xf~ - 0+1 + Ak*1.

Ik+ k- kI + ( N ik

and the Lagrangian multiplier is updated accordingly as k*1 Ak -k*Pi i*1(x Ai

c); andk+1 .k Y+ +P(E1 AiZk+l - c). y* 1pk+l= I is a global constant

set up at the beginning. IIzI2= zTGz. Let uk+l [xk+l ,Ak+l] and u* = [x*A:N]'

where x*N stand for the optimum to (1.1) and A is an arbitrary point in Rd.

Theorem 3.1.1. If f[1:N] are all M-smooth convex functions, following (J.1), we have

[F(Xk+l) - F(X*) - AT A(Xk+l- X*)A

N

_((N + Di + )E[|IIAk+1112] + E[Iuk- u* I2 k+1- u*1|2 - hk+1]),

(3.2)

where G = diag{D1,..., DN, }. diag{D1,...,DN, } denotes a diagonal matrix with

elements D1, ... ,DN, .Here Di =Di - I = Fk1 + ATp lAi is positive definite. hk+l is

some remainder term which is non-negative if for any i, j e [1 N]

V - ' (i max,j i (3.3)

{(N1)2 2-~ P- - ( 3.3

where p - I pkl - pi- I for some constants 0 < pi < ji and 7 max,i is the largest

singular value of Ai.
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The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 can be found in Appendix F. With Theorem 3.1.1, we

can show the convergence and utility loss of Algorithm 1 w.r.t. the norm ||.I|G-

Theorem 3.1.2. Under the same condition in Theorem 3.1.1, letXK - 1 Xk,

jX0 _ X*||2 + ||1A *| N 1( 5M7 + Di + -1)B[ A |f ']
B(F(XK)] - F(X*)]_ II - IG 1*1±&i~~'--D )BIAI

2K K
(3.4)

where A* is state of Ak when Xk reaches the optimum. Given (c,6) budget for LDP,

the utility loss is O( , Gx ). Here G, = diag{D1,...,DNI-

The proof of Theorem 3.1.2 can be found in Appendix G. At last, the following

results bridge the above utility analysis and the case where we further apply first-order

approximation in (J.1) as

x k+1 := D-1 [A T (A k - Pk* (Z Ajx - c)) + r*1 -~~ _ fUX + A k1. (3.5)
j#i

To quantify the loss from the approximation, we provide the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1.3. Under modified updating procedure (J.17), Theorem 3.1.1 holds with

the same setup and hk+l is non-negative if for any i,j e [1 : N]:

D;-M > 2 -2
N2 (Pi 2 2 m ax,j (36)

(1 ) 2i i 2

The proof of Theorem 3.1.3 can be found in Appendix H. In addition, if fl:N are

further assumed to be strongly convex, without perturbation, ADMM can achieve

a linear convergence rate. As for private ADMM, indeed, it can be proved that the

strongly-convex assumptions will not improve the utility bound obtained in Theorem

3.1.2 asymptotically whereas the number of iterations required is in a logarithmic

scale. The details can be found in Appendix J.
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3.2 Utility Analysis of Algorithm 2

In comparison to ADMM, D(S)GD only captures consensus optimization. When ||Vf||

is bounded, the following theorem shows the privacy-utility tradeoff of Algorithm 2.

Here we assume x* is the optimum to (1) in the consensus case.

Theorem 3.2.1. Assume that fi(x) is convex and |V f(x)112 is bounded by G2 for each

i. Moreover, letmaxk,Je(1,2}E[(j/k)2] V 2 . When we select the step size k=

for some constant c, then

1 7_No(yk + y2)
1[ F ( + ) - F(x*)]
N 2K

cVk(Iy - x*112 + y _ x*112) + 2c-1(log K + 2)- K + 1(G 2 + V2)

4K
(3.7)

InELDAlorth~hautlitlosO Nd 3 /2 .,In E-LDP, Algorithm 2 has utility loss ( Nd -°°-). With (E,5) relaxation, this bound

can be sharpened to ( Nd ). The is the big 0 notation that ignores logarithmic
VNE

factors.

The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 can be found in Appendix I. Clearly, both the proposed

scheme matches the lower bound of LDP derived in [341. 1

3.3 Convergence in a View of Random Stochastic

Matrix

In general, the framework of private decentralized GD proposed can be described as

Xk+l =Wk+Xk - k+1VF(E[Wk 1]Xk)+ Ak+l, (3.8)

where Wk+1 is a random stochastic random determined by the randomized aggregation

of each agent. We call W s stochastic matrix if the sum of entries in each row is 1. W is

further doubly stochastic if WT is stochastic as well. When we assume E[Wk±1] is further

'Please note that the setup is a bit different in [341 where their objective function is scaled by ,
i.e., F(X) = 1f(xi). Thus their utility bound is scaled by comparing to our case.
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doubly stochastic, applying the convexity of F(.) that (VF([Wk+1]X),E[Wk. 1 ]Xk -

X*) F(E[Wk+I]Xk) - F(X*), we have

B-[F(E [Wk+]Xk) - F(X*)]

_ I(k+1)-1(E[ IWk+Xk- X*11 V +k+VF(IB[Wk+1]Xk) - Ak+112- IXk+l - X*|||)

)k+1(E[ IXk- X*\| - XI**1x - + Ikk+1VF(E [Wk+lX[II 2  |A±
(3.9)

Following the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, we may sum up and average out both sides

of (3.9) for k = 0,1,...,K - 1, where the left side _I Z F(E[Wk+l]Xk) - F(X*)>

F( _k=° K ) - F(X*). However, such bound can not be straightforwardly used

for measuring utility since Xk is not necessarily in consensus, i.e., xk = x for any
1 J

i, j e [1 : N], and thus F(E[Wk+1]Xk) - F(X*) 0 may not hold. However, when we

assume fi(-) is L-Lipschitz, such gap can be fixed via

N z-1 z E[Wk+1(i,:)T]xk K~ 1E[Wk+l]Xk,

=1 iKN )- F(XK) F( K ) F(X*)

N =11 N(3.10)
N +K-1 >i IE[Wk+I(i,:)T]xk ZK-1 E[Wk+1(i,:)T]xk

i=1 KN K

where Wk.1(i,:) denotes the ith row of Wk+i. The above analysis is invariant to the

randomness of Wk. Therefore, with convergence guarantee at hand, it is equivalent to

considering the rate of X towards the consensus status. Rewrite K in the

following form,

oK-I yk zX o (f1k W1 X0 + =o 1 i R)
,,Lj=O =O -j=1 i i I~j~ Wii).(3.11)

K K

where for simplicity we rewrite Xk+l = Wk+Xk + Rk+l for some remainder term Rk+l

and =j+ 1 Wk = I if j+ 1 > k. Let us consider an extreme scenario where we assume

the communication graph is fully-connected and N is even for simplicity: a). We

fix Wk.1 W where W[ij] = I. Here W[ij] denotes the entry in W which lies in

the row number i and column number j; b). E[W+1] = W where W[ij] = r k+I x
SN
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if j : 2, otherwise W[i, j] = (1 - rg+') x y. Here ri is independently and randomly

selected in (0, 1) by agent i in iteration (k +1). (b) indeed captures the case where each
N12 k YN k

agent i independently aggregates xI:N] in a form rIk+1 2 + - N/2

the other hand, case (a) is equivalent to the GD in a central model, where x k= x

holds across each k and W is a matrix with identical rows, i.e., for any i1, i2 , j E [1 N],

W[ij] = W[i 2,j]. Such W is with the property that for any vector x, entries of

Wx are identical. To analyze the rate of k in (3.11) towards consensus, we

introduce the following metric #(x), which denotes the largest deviation between any

two coordinates of x in absolute value. Consequently, #(Wx) = 0 for arbitrary x. To

quantify the rate w.r.t. the product of randomized stochastic matrix Wk towards a

matrix with identical rows, we provide the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3.1. For any two independent matrices W1 and W2 following the same

distribution: W1[i, j] = r! x if j , otherwise W[i, j]= (1 - r!) x for some

independently random weight r/ e (0,1), 1 = 1,2. LetW W 1 W2 , then for any

li, i2, j E [1 : N],

E[l(ii, j) - w(ii, j)11< (W 2 (:, j)) (3.12)

Proof. It is noted that W(ii,j) = 1=1 W 1(ii,l)W 2(l,j) and W(i 2,j) =1 W1(i 2,l)W2 (l,j).

Without loss of generality, we assume W2 (j, 1) = minI{W2 (j, l)}. Thus,

N

W(ili ) - W(i2, j)| = | L(Wi(ii, l) - W1(i2, l))W2(1, j)j
1=1

N N N

(1 - YW1(ii,l) - 1 + YW1(i2, l)) W2(1,j) + E(Wii, l) - W1(i2, l))W2(1, j)|
1=2 1=2 1=2

N

E(Wi(ii, l) - W1(i2, l))(W2(lj) - W2(1,j)
1=2

(3.13)

It is noted that W2 (l,j) - W2(1,j) 0 for 1 2 which is no bigger than #(W 2 (:

,j)). Due to the distribution of W1, either W1(ii, l)- W1(i2 , l) 0, 1 E [1 : ] and

W1 (ii, l) - W(i 2 ,l) 0, 1 E + 1 : N], or W1(ii,l)- W 1 (i2,l) 0,1 e [1: 2] and

WI(ii, 1) - W1 (i2 , 1) 0, 1 E [L + 1 : N]. Therefore, by taking expectation on both sides
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of (3.13),

N
E[IV(ii, j)- NV(i 2 , j)|] -E[maxW 1 (i, 1)- Min W2(i 2 , l)]E[#(W 2 (:,j)]

2 1 (3.14)3 11
= ( )E[#(W 2(:,j)]= -E[(W2(:,j)].4 4 2

The above lemma indicates that with randomness in generating Wk, though we

can not guarantee that Wk is with identical rows, the product of Wk convergence to a

matrix with identical rows in an exponential rate in expectation. On the other hand,

it is noted that the expression of E - Xk/K in (3.11) always contains a term Rk

Therefore, even with fixed W of identical rows, the $(Ef- Xk/K) is still dominated

by #(k ). Thus, the effect of deviation amongst the rows of Wk due to randomization

on the consensus rate of Xf_- Xk/K can be negligible.

Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-2 show the simulation results w.r.t. the average of E[#((f 1 Wk )(:

j))] across j = 1, 2, ... , N. As for parameter selection, we test K ranging from 1 to 10

over six kinds of randomly generated connected graph where N denotes the number

of nodes and E denotes the number of edges in the figure legend. We provide two

variants of Wk generation in the two figures, respectively. In Fig. 3-1, we independently

k ~ 1-r k
select Wk(i, i) = ri and Wk(i, j) d' if node i and j are neighbors in the graph;

otherwise Wk(i, j) = 0. {r,} are i.i.d. uniform variables in (0, 1). Here di is the degree

of node i. Indeed, Fig. 3-1 captures the parameter selection in Algorithm 1 where rk

corresponds to !. In Fig. 3-2, Wk(i,:) are independently generated in a way that we

uniformly select two nodes among node i and its neighbors, of which the indexes are

denoted by ji and j2. Then Wk(i, ji) = and Wk(i, 2) = 1 , while the rest entries

Wk(ij)= if i and j are connected, otherwise 0. We also compare the case if we

fix Wk as the expectation of the above two distributions, respectively. In the legend of

two figures, R stands for the random Wk case while F represents the fixed case.

Clearly, when the graph is sparse, random Wk and fixed Wk share almost the

same rate towards consensus. As the graph gets denser, the fixed case will have a

faster convergence. Especially, the expectation of Wk is with identical rows when the
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graph is fully connected. On the other hand, from the simulation, both cases have an

exponential decaying rate, which coincides with our theory.
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Chaptei 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, we investigate LDP in interactive decentralized optimization from both

asymptotic and non-asymptotic viewpoints. A more comprehensive notion of LDP is

developed, which takes the average privacy loss into account. Resort to secret sharing,

we present an efficient way to secretly aggregate updates, where the consequent privacy

guarantee is improved by a factor of W . Here N' is the number of semi-honest nodes

in the network. Besides, a framework of first-order based decentralized optimization

with random aggregators is proposed. We prove such further randomness can incur

an amplified average privacy guarantee while directly applying Laplace or Gaussian

mechanism on optimization algorithms, as existing works, the worst privacy loss equals

the average one. Rigorous utility-privacy analysis has been provided. In addition, via

the convergence of random stochastic matrix, we develop more refined evidence to

explain why the performance of proposed decentralized optimization algorithm with

further random aggregations is almost the same as that without such randomization.

Simulation results are provided to validate the theory.
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Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 2.1.1

Considering xf kfor arbitrary io E (1, 2, ... , N}, based on the definition of secret splitting,10

one may reconstruct xio if and only all the N shares have been collected (and decrypted

properly in the encryption case). In the first step of Algorithm 1, where (N-1) random

shares have been distributed to the remaining (N - 1) nodes, if there exists another

semi-honest node, denoted by vi, with shares s , then, in the second step, each node

sums up all the shares received as sk and broadcasts. It is clear that sk= sN k

mod p, of which the reconstruction requires both s and sfo while s o0 is a secret

of vio and sil, .is a secret between vi, and vio. With the assumption that vil is not

colluding, for vi, i # ii, io, from sio, it is impossible to infer either si . or s0or. With a

similar reasoning, since N > 3, the reconstruction of sk is also determined by some

s5k for i # io,ii, which is unknown to vi,. Thus, vil cannot infer sfo, either. In a

nutshell, either for vi, i # ii, io or vi, at least one share, i.e., sk cannot be inferred

and thus xk is secure to at most (N - 2) colluding nodes. From the above analysis,

we can merge all semi-honest nodes, denoted by Yr into one and all other colluding

nodescanonlykinfer but nothing else.

On the other hand, the underlying noise Ee' A is in N(, N' 2 ). Following the

Gaussian mechanism, in a central viewof ZEg x, it achieves (--E, 6) DP.
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Appendix B

Proof of Lemma 2.2.1

It is noted that for an X = x [ observed, since there is no prior on the inputs

9={fi..f,...,fN} and q'={f i,..., ,fN},

P(9 x : ) P(x[ 9) P(X l:N] 1 P [1:N] ' [1N]

P(9'|x :] P(x 9') P(x1:N] k 1 [:1N] ,x[0:k1]

(B.1)

It is noted that 9 and 9' differ in f and i to which the distribution of X[1:N]\i is

invariant, and xi only depends on the private function of agent i and x [1:]. On the

other hand, the initialization of x N]is independent of the dataset. Thus, (B.1) can

be further simplified as

K-1 P k+1 [0:k ]) K-1 d p pk+1 [ k]If(X 1Il X [1:N]) i( ,X[ri 1

k=0p +1 [0:k]] k=k= +1 [0:k] '

since the noise on each dimension is i.i.d. By taking the logarithm of the above

equation and recalling the definition of E(X) in Definition 1, the lemma follows.
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Appendix C

Proof of Theorem 2.2.1

When we assume Ak,1 is a Laplace distribution, the distributions P(xf*'[j]f, x[Ok

in either Algorithm 1 or 2 share a very similar structure. Both follow a mixture Laplace

distribution with a random mean. In Algorithm 1 the mean is randomly distributed

in an interval starting from xk - D IVfx to *i D Vf(xk) + D 1A,

while in Algorithm 2 the mean is randomly distributed in an interval starting from
k VN xkI k V X k2 k±J#k i to2Xk+YJ*k kXl

N1Vf(' N N -k+Vf( ' ). Without loss

of generality, we focus on Algorithm 1. Since Ak+ lon each dimension is i.i.d. in

Lap(O, pk+1), recalling Lemma 2.1, at iteration k + 1, the bound on privacy loss in the

l-th dimension can be expressed as

lgP(xk+1[]I x[O:k] ] 8--k+1|IX *[1-YIdY

-k+1(X) = sup log [1:N] = max log +1[k]E , P(x *[l |f ,x|t|D 1 °   fk+1[+ e-k+1|x [ |-YIdY
PI EJXi LifX[1  eT [1I +t

(C.1)

We reformulate this problem as follows. For X E R, we consider

low/k Nk+1I~~Y**dy
max log f1gklklIxYIdY (C.2)

|tj:5o'2c4 f*t ppw8k Ie-BOk+1|x-yldY

for some positive numbers w,p3 k+ 1and o. Here, w corresponds to the length of the

interval.
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For a fixed t, It| I5 if X g [0, w] U [t, o + t], then

log 0 0 8k+lef§k+1|X-YIdY -log p ef8k+1IX-YIdy = I/k+ltI -1

f +Wj8k+le-Pk +1IX-YIdY efk+lt e-,k+1|X- I dY

In the following, without loss of generality, we assume X E [0, w], then f lk+1 e -k+1|x-idY =

2-e-k+1X-e~,k+1(w-X). First, supposing that X e [t, w+t], then fw+t _k+l ,k+1IXYIdY

2 - e--8k+(X-t) _ e-k+1(w+t-X). To show

2 - e-k+1X- e-k+1(w-X)

2 - eg~k+(X-t) - e-k+1(w+t-X) -

it is equivalent to showing

2k+1|t| __e - §k+1X+§k+1t|- e -k+1(w-X)+§k+llt| >2- e-k+1(X-t) -ek+1(C+t-X)

2 _ g -- 8k+1X _ e-k+1(w-X) 2ek+1t| - ePk+1(X-t)+p8k+lt|- e-pk+1(w+t-X)+pk+1|tI

Due to the symmetry, we merely prove the case that when t > 0, where (C.3) can be

rewritten as,

28k+1 _ e-p8k+I(X-t) _ -§k+1(w-X-t)>2- e-k1(X-t) - k+1(+t-X)

2 - gk+1X _ -pk+1(--X) <2ek+t - e-pk+I(X-2t) _ e-Ok+1(w-X)

Clearly, for the first inequality, it suffices to show

2(elk+lt _ 1) 2i(efit _)e-.1(w+tX), (C.5)

and it can be further simplified as 2eak+1(w+t-X)> ek.1' + 1. Such a claim follows

clearly as w - X > 0. For the second inequality, with similar reasoning, it is equivalent

to

2efik+1X> + (C.6)

which holds since X > t. At last, we consider X i [t, t + &]. Still, due to the symmetry,
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we can assume t > 0 and X < t. Then, it is equivalent to show:

26k+1t _ e-Bk+1(X-t) _ e-#k+1 (w-X)+p6k+1It >e- Ok+1(t-X) _ e-Ok+1(W+t-X)
(C.7)I2ejk+lX~Cici ~+1 -,klW2 - e-+ - +1(w-X) e X - e +1(w-X)

As for the first inequality, assume that g(t) = 2eak+lt- e-k+1(X-t) - e-k+1(t-X) -

e-k+I1(w-X)+k+t + e-#k+1(w+tX). It is noted that when t= 0, x should be also be 0

based on the assumption and g(0)= 0. On the other hand,

dg = ek+t _- pk+1(X-t)+ e-fk+1(t-X) - ek+1(~X)+8k+1t -ePk+I1(w+t-X)). (C.8)
dt

Since X < w, to show g(t) is non-decreasing with respect to t, it suffices to show that,

2e8k+lt- e -k+1(X-t)+ e -k+1(t-X)- e pk+1(t-X)+pBk+lt _ --Pk+1(t+t-X)>

It is clear that e k+1t e-k+1(X-t) and e-,k+1(t-X) > e-#k+1(2t-X) as both X and t are

non-negative. Furthermore, ek+l t e-k+1(t-X)+8k+lt - ek.1X since t X. Therefore,

(C.8) is non-negative. The second inequality of (C.7) is exactly the AM-GM inequality

that

2Pk+1X e~k+1X.2 <e~-+1 + e~k1

In a nutshell, we have proven that (C.2) is upper bounded by maxt D1 t/k+1I

pk 1 D71 . Moreover, when X belongs to the intersection of the two intervals, (0, W)

and (t, o + t), the above inequalities are strict, i.e., (C.2) is strictly smaller than

p3+1D 1,0, which is the case if we fix all parameters to be constants. Similarly, by

replacing D 1 with 17k+1, we derive the proof for the case of Algorithm 2.
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Appendix D

Proof of Theorem 2.2.2

We drop all the dependence on i, k and 1 for brevity and let a = -. Following the

normalization in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we still assume x is a Laplace distribution of

which the mean is uniformly distributed in [0, w], conditional on all prior intermediate

outputs. As the corollary of Theorem 2.1,

f e- 1x-ydy
O(x) = max log ,+t

itlI:a2A ft e_,1|dy

where the maximization is achieved when t either equals to ax or -a2X.. Here we

let a = for brevity. To quantify y, it suffices to calculate

/(x) e- - dydx (D.1)

since the probability density function of x is f e-Ix-YIdy. With the concavity of

log(.), (D.1) is upper bounded by

0 (0 (f* e-fix-zidz fW+t e-fx~dz p
log I max I_____e ____t e.lz .- flx-yldxdy.

_Jx 0 t=a. W+r e-\1x-zIdz f*e-Ix-zIdz 2w
(D.2)

to e-fl lx-z I dz e~fl I -z I dz
Now we take a closer look into maxt=sa{f. 'e-OIx-zIdz' e-Olx-zidz }. Still from the

fW e-x~zIdz f'+t e-pix zIdz
corollary of Theorem 2.1, once xk+l g [0, w], maxt=±a-{ &j+' e-ix-zidz' foe-l"-zidz
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eap,B4.

Since we assume w > a, it is not hard to observe that

-to _ aW e ix-zIdz 0+t eOIx-z Idz f ja+t e-ixz Idz• x e [0, 2'0 ], maxt=±a2._ w+t -_ xIdz' e81xwdz j= e-ix-zldz

r___a_ fo'c) epiBxz dz jco+t e-Ix-zIdz - e-flIx-z I dz

2 ' 2], mat=±ax fw+t eixZid' e-ix-zidz F75' ef-Ix- I dzft ______ fa=g it t=-afPco

S w a e pix zlidz COte-O ix-zlidz e-p8Ix -z Idz

2' -2 ],maXt=±a«200 w+t _tx- i z -O x-zlidz ftw*' e-,|x-zlidz

r j+a x A"o e 1 p Ix z f e-0x- idz ft O* e-pix-zidz
SxE L 2 , oj], maXt=±a._,, I w+t e-fIx-zIdZ' f$ e-pOIx-zi dz fo e-flIx -z Idz*xetW t ao],o

Thus,fortunately, we can avoid the complicated integral at least in x e [0, - a2V],

or x e + aA,, w] where it is simplified to O(fw+t e-Ix-1)Idy). Now we can split R

into three parts, (-oo, 0)U(o, oo), [0, -" u ] [+ o, W] and the rest('L W+22)

To avoid the tedious term when x 2 (-"22-, ,+a2°°), we simply use the global upper

bound to simplify them to derive a closed-form expression but one may obtain the

expression of y exactly with the same reasoning. Note the symmetry on t = a2K,

(D.2) is upper bounded by

log e W a2- [ j 1-2 2w e-jix-yldydx +2 j8 e-)jix3IXYdydx}.

(D.3)
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Appendix E

Simulation Results

We test the proposed schemes and state-of-art approaches on regularized empirical

risk minimization (ERM) tasks. We use the standard Adult dataset from the UCI

Machine Learning Repository. For simplicity, we call the task as UCI in the following.

In UCI, the dataset consists of demographic records, including age, sex and income

etc. in 15 total features. We try to predict whether the annual income of an

individual is above 50k. After processing of the data, we remove all individuals with

missing values and normalize both columns (features) and rows (individuals) while

converting labels {> 50k, < 50k} to {0, 1}. The training samples are denoted by

{z R i =p e {0, 1}i = 1, .. , N,j = 1, -. - , bi}. Consistent with [43], [421, we select

Y(x) = log(1 + exp(-x)). Thus, N agents are collaboratively solving the following

logistic regression:

N N bi

min f(x)= ( log(1 + exp(-ytx T zi)) + ||xi|2
i=1 i=1 j=1

UCI is run with different parameter settings. 10 independent runs of each algorithm

for comparison are performed and each agent is randomly assigned 100 samples from

the dataset. In each run, the communication graph is randomly generated using the

given N and the number of edges IBl.

In UCI, four examples (a), (b), (c) and (d) are provided. We uniformly assume

that Di = D = 10 and { = 0.5 in all cases for Algorithm 1. In the case of private
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ADMM, previous works all assume fixed parameters in the optimization protocol.

In [42], the Lagrangian multiplier at the beginning of each iteration is perturbed,

while [48] considers the output perturbation at the end of each iteration. Further,

in [43], the authors introduce a sequence of increasing step penalty, which can bring

better utility-privacy tradeoff empirically. For [42], [48] with constant fixed penalty,

we assume F; = 0.5D and p; = 0 , corresponding to the expectation of the penalty

terms in Algorithm 1. Here X denotes the neighbors of agent i. As for [431, we follow

their setting that F' = 0.5 x 1. 0 2 k4/I and pk = 0.5 x 1. 0 2 *. 1

In the privacy part, with the same assumption in [43], we assume fi and fi may

only differ in one sample and thus, due the normalization, BOO= 0.01, and

j= 2.8 the Jacobian constant required by [43] in their privacy analysis. It is noted

that derivative of 2 is within (-1,0], while the privacy analysis of [48] requires a

global sensitivity on that of VY. This makes their bound in this example too loose

and we omit their privacy loss bound in our simulation. Following the setting of [43],

[48], we also use a diminishing noise by selecting 3 kp = 1. 0 2k*. The results of Example

(a) are illustrated in Fig. 2-1, where N = 10, 161 = 20. The accuracy logarithm defined

by log||(x - x*)/dlI, across 100 iterations averaged across 10 runs. The difference

between the best and the worst accuracy over 100 runs is also marked. In example

(b), with illustration shown in Fig. E-2, under the same setting, we test algorithms in

a large-scale case where N = 100, 1B1 = 200.

In Example (c), we present an interesting variant to Algorithm 2. With Theorem

2.3, it is clear that under our framework, a larger interval can produce a better

privacy amplification. Instead of the construction in Algorithm 2, one can construct a

random aggregator by more aggressively utilizing the divergence among xk For an

instance, let /denote the neighbors of node i including i. To aggregate x ,for

each dimension I e [1 : d], let

ak = minx [l], and ia,,= maxx [l].

'We do not optimize the increasing penalty here but we find that in some cases by proper selection,

a privacy loss reduction can be achieved empirically at a cost of relatively small utility compromise.

Such techniques can also be applied in our algorithms.
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UCI(b): Accuracy
04

0.2N

Algorithm 1
-2 * [48]

[42]
.14 [43]

Iteration

Figure E-1. (b). Simulation

UCI (b): Privacy Loss

*AlgordhmlI
4.5 (42]

4 [43]
Worst case

Iteration

on Graphs N = 100, ||= 200

Algorithm 2*

Input: Local functions fi and a diminishing sequence {7}
Initialize x1N]'

for k = 0, 1, 2,..., K - 1 do
Agents i = 1 to N do in parallel
for I = 1, 2,..., d do

Randomly and independently generating a weight w within (0,1) and then
updating x+ 1[l]:

xk+1[]: w k +(1- w) amax- ?k+1Vf(x) + Ak+1[l. (E.1)

Exchange xk+1 with Neighbors
end for

end for

We consider the updating subroutine (E.1) in Algorithm 2*, i.e., each coordinate

of x +1[1] is uniformly selected between the largest max.,  k[]andthesmallest

min. xq[].

Different from Algorithm 1 and 2 which are controllable, aggregation in Algorithm

2* will bring some compromise in convergence. Following [45], we also select a

diminishing step size, where for [45], Ik= 0 .9k and in Algorithm 2*, 7k = 0. 93k for

balance. Not surprisingly, Algorithm 2* has a worse convergence at the beginning since

information from neighbors is less efficiently merged but finally [45] and Algorithm 2*

achieve almost the same utility loss. However, the privacy loss of Algorithm 2* is only

30% of [45], as shown in Fig. E-2. Since Algorithm 1 applies a constant step size, it
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has better accuracy but worse privacy loss, where all noises are fixed to be/pk- 1. 0 2 *

UCI (c): Accuracy

.3.9

3

Algorthm 2

Iteration

UCI (c): Privacy Loss

*Algorithm 1
* 45]

Algorithm 2

050

0 10 2/ 0 4 1 0 7 o V

Iteration

Figure E-2: (c). Simulation on Graphs N = 10, |B| = 40

Finally, we provide the performance of non-private optimization in UCI. With the

same parameter setting as before, we test Algorithm 1 without first-order approxi-

mation and conventional ADMM with fixed parameters. In addition, we set the step

size 77k = 0 .9 5 and test Algorithm 2 and conventional decentralized GD (DGD) with

fixed parameters. The performance is illustrated as follows. In Fig. E-3, the graph

is randomly generated with N = 10 and |6' = 20, same as Example (a) in Fig. 2-1;

while in Fig. E-4, N = 100 and |B1 = 200, same as Example (b).

UCI (d-1)

Algorithm 1 without approximation
ADMM
Algorithm 2

trDGD

Iteration

UCI (d-2)

Algorithm I without approximation
ADMM
Algorithm 2
DGD

Eta

%

0 0%

Iteration

Figure E-3: (d). Simulation on Graphs Figure E-4: (d). Simulation on Graphs
N = 10, |9| = 20 N = 100, |B9 = 200

From the above, randomization defined in Algorithm 1 and 2 does not incur
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accuracy loss, which is consistent with our analysis.
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Appendix F

Proof of Theorem 3.1.1

Since f is convex,

(Vf(ik + 1), _ X+) - f(x ). (F.1)

Due to the optimality condition satisfied in (J.1), we have

+1 k _ +I k + + Ax - c)) + r -- .k+). (F.2)
j~i

Also from the KKT condition, for the optimal states x*:N Aix* = c. Substitute

the above equations into (F.1), we have

(A( Ak -+1( Akk - c )+ pf Ai(x - *1 * )),+ - x*) + (k+- T+(X - ik+1)

(F . f3(X).
(F.3)

Here AXk = EN Aixk . Let Ak - Ak - A + A, we can rewrite (F.3) as

(Ak - A A (.k 1 - x*)) + (ik- X*)T(Fl+ ATPk* 1 A)(x k- -k+l)

-(Ak- -c,p'~1 Adz * - x'))) -f. 7- A TA(.4k- X).
(F.4)
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Summing up the above formulas for i = 1, 2, ... , N, we have

kj

- (4IkX

N
j4k+11 Ak- _k+) + (k+l - , Ajk- 4k+1))Z(.ik+1- _X*)T (rFk++ A TPk Ai)(Xk - k+l)

i=1
N

- c, k A~i + - x*)) !F(Xk+l) - F(X*) - A TA(fkk+l-_ X*)
A=

(F.5)

Let the matrix G= blkdiag{D1,...,DN, 1,where Di = Di . I. With the identity:

uk- U*2 - 5j*k - U*I2 = 2(ajk+ - u*)TG(uk - ak+1) + uk - a0+1||, we have

IIuk - u*112- Ik+1 - u*2- IUk- uk+1 +2 + - ~k+11 2

N (F.6)
- 2(AXk C,7k+1 A(k+1 - x*)) 2[F(kk+1) - F(X*) - A A(-k+l-

) J.i- *]

i=1

Here uk [1:N]' uk ik ~k+1) and u* (x*N], A)Let hk+ - Iuk - 2

Ak- 2 + 2(AXk - c, 1Ai+ which can be further rewritten

as

hk+I =ki|x - ik*l 2 k k1112 +X _4 ik+1 + +l - i k+ - X*)

= Di|x I +112 -{||A~k - X)| + 2( Ai~x -i* *), Aikz+-x)
i=1 i=1 i

N N N

+ 2DIX kk+11- *) + X*)112
+ Z +1x- p Ai k - x 1

i=1
N N

± 2 p0 jA(Xk'l _ X*)12 +2(Z(kkl- X ),(pkl - p0 I)A (kk+l- _X)M

(F.7)

We assumepi .Ipk+1 -< Pi I and o-max,i is the largest singular value of Ai. To

guarantee that hk+1 0, it suffices to let

(F.8)

Dj 2 -2

N2(P 2) 0 ma,jPi,

1 )(p )>(, _P)2
(N-1)2 -i 2 -j 2 -1
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In the following, we generalize the above with respect to x k+1= ik~l + A+l. It is

noted that

f(x + A k+)= (x)+ (Ak+ 1, vfi(x)) + I |IA'112
2

Inaddition,E[I|5k+1 - uk+1]2 - 5ak+1- u*2 + E[Iuk+l- u*I]since the mean of

noise added is zeros. Putting things together, the claim follows.
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Appendix G

Proof of Theorem 3.1.2

Summing up (3.2) for k = 0, 1 .. K- 1 and applying Jensen inequality, we have

K(FK) - FX(Xk+l - X*)] BXE[K (F(XK- F(X*)) -ATA - >lE[F(X') - F(X*)±+,T AXk+l1
k=O k=O

K-1 N k1*1
< (I+ Di + )E[IIA +112] + E[Iluo- u ]

k=O i=1

(G.1)

Since A0 = 0 and A in u is an arbitrary point in Rd, by letting A = 0, we have

X0 - X*II2Gx XK= N 1 (\'rf + Di + j)E[I|AkII2]
B[ F(fK) - F(X*)] < 2K + K (G.2)

On the other hand, with KKT condition, -A*TA(XK - X*)= -VF(X*)(K - X*).

Applying convexity of F(.), we have

F(X*) < F(XK) - VF(X*)T(XK - X*) (G.3)

Thus, by letting A = 2A* in (G.1) and adding -A*TA(XK - X*) on both side of (G.3)

- A*TA (X - X*)<! F(XK) - F(X*) - 2A*TA - X*)
k=O k=O

1X 0- X*||2 + 1*||2 ZE Z ENt(VM+ Di+)E[|Ak||2 ]
+

(G.4)

K
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Putting the upper and lower bounds of F(XK) - F(X*) together, the claim follows.
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Appendix H

Proof of Theorem 3.1.3

With the smooth assumptions on Vf, i.e., for any x and y,

IVfi(x) - Vfi(y)112 < M IIx - y11 2,

we have the following fact: for any z

M2
f(x) - f(y) < VfT (z)(x- y)+ 2 |IX z112,

Therefore, by replacing xh+1 with xk in (F.1), all the deductions in Theorem 3.1.1

keep the same except that the termi D lx kl'- x k|2 in the expression of hk+1 in

(F.7) becomesX 11 (Di- M)Ixf+'- xi 2.Therefore, by replacing Di in (3.3) with

Di - M, the claim still follows obviously.
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Appendix I

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1

Without loss of generality, we scale the original objective function by a factor of :

let F(x) = 1 f(xi) and accordingly the updating rule of Algorithm 2 becomes,

(1.1)k 2 y + i.
xi := wiy + (Id - wi)y2 -77k+1 Vf( ±2)±Ai.2 2

For each k e [0 : K - 1],

y - x* 2 1 (wiy + (I - - * -- E+1 k k 2
S2k+1| s-k. 1 2

= 1
|S2k+1|

2

> (wIy - x*) +(Id- w)(y-
iES2k+1

(1.2)

- 2{k.1( 1 - (wiyk +
S2k+1|iS.

1

+ >, 1 y
ieS2k+1 I2k+l

(I w ,)yk* ' Vfi( 2 ) + q-11A
sdsk.1 |S2k+1|

iES~k+1

yk)
2

In the following, we will use the following inequality that, if for i e [1 : N], wi > 0 and

1 ci = 1, then for arbitrary N real numbers r[:N], the following holds,

N N

iZri) 2

i=1 i=1
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It is noted that in (1.2), the sum of weights of (y - x*) and (y - x*) is always the

identity. With (1.3), by taking expectation on both sides of (1.2), we have

E[|yk1 - x*112] E[ -
2 ]y+ (7 k1G2 + E[X2

yic+yVFyi~y2
- 277k1( 2 , VF( 2

(1.4)

where ai= Iis A. Here we use the fact that since we randomly divide the

agents into 2K subsets and thus for each i,

E[ I EVfi(x)] = VF(x)

for arbitrary x. On the other hand, E[ ' Ei sWil = Id, where the selection of wi is

independent to the agents grouping scheme.

Similarly, we can derive the similar upper bound of E[ y* 1 -- x*112] that

Iyk - x*12 + I1y, - x*112  2ky2+ yk y
E[ ly 1- x* 2] E2 ]+([k+1G 2 +E[ 2 ])- 2 7k+1( 2 VF( 2

where A = Is 2I i 2 i 11i.

(1.5)

Applying the fact that 2 - x*, VF( 2 )) >

F( 2) - F(x*) and taking average on both sides of (1.4) and (1.5), we can bound

F( 2) - F(x*) as,

F( F(x*) y (Iy- x*112 +|Iy - x*112 -yk+1 - x*112 _ y+1 X*112)

E[ X   ]+E[ X2 ) ]
+ (k+ G 2 + ).I

2 4 77k+1
(1.6)

Before we can derive a global convergence analysis, we need to give an upper bound

on Iy - x*I and Iy - x*I with the initial divergence ||y - x*|, ||y - x*I and the

noise E[ A ] and E[ A1 ]. It is noted that, with rearrangement on (1.6) and the
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fact F(x) - F(x*) > 0,

y1 - x* +2x

EIlyi" -- x*11 2] E[IYi - + - ] (+ + E[II-iA+1112)]. (1.7)

K_2 K yN 1 logK+1When we select k = 1 2 l o2 since k K. The above

yk+ 1 1x* 2+ 1 *
renders an upper bound on E[ 2 ] that

Ijyk+1 - x*11 2 + Ijy2+1 - X*112  I1YO _ X*112 
± I1YO _ X*11 2  logK + 1

E[ ] 2 E[ 2 + 2 (G2 + V2)],

with the assumption maxkjE{1,21 E[(A /)2V 2 . Thus, (1.6) can be further formu-

lated as

K-1 E[ F( ) - F(x*)]

K
k=0

<- 7i')(Ilyk _ x*112 + I|y2 _ X*112) + y - x*112 + y - x*112) + 2 0K- Ilk+1(G 2 + V 2 )

4K

- cVK (y 1 - x*112 + I1yO - x*112) + c-'(log K + 2) K + 1(G 2 + V2 )
=O K

(1.8)

andE[ (ZK-1 EN xk/NK) - f1(x*)] r -EE[f(Zk -). Here we use the

trick of SGD proof that selecting such a sequence of decreasing step size. To finally

disclose the utility-privacy tradeoff, we specify the parameter of noise. In pure E-LDP

setting, since the sensitivity is bounded by in l, on each dimension we may

add a noise following Lap(0, ' ) to produce a total E loss from d dimensions.

Under the relaxed (E,6)-DP setting, with the strong composition theorem [50], the

variance E[(A/7k)2 ] can be reduced to O(Kd( W°°)2). Substituting those into (1.8),

we complete the proof of the Theorem that

p_ - x*||2 +||y- x*||2(G + K d 24°°_) 3/2
pure E - LDP 6- L dA,   -VNe (1.9)

relaxed (E, 65) - LDP : O( -)
I OV E
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Appendix J

Utility Analysis of Algorithm 1 under

Strongly-convex Assumptions

For simplicity, we first consider the case via the following updating rule without noise

perturbation:

x+1 arg min fi(xi)-AC) A - AixiZ A + 1

j~i j~ i Pi
(J.1)

and the Lagrangian multiplier is updated accordingly as Ak+l Ak -+1P+l( 1 Aix +1-

c). Here we following the notions before and define uk = (xNI, Ak). In the fol-

lowing, we assume f is Mi-smooth and mi-strongly convex, i.e., mi x - y112

(x - y)T(Vfi(x) - Vfi(y)), for any x, y e C.

Lemma J.0.1. Following the above updating rule (J.1), uk converges linearly to u*

with penalty Di - I = Aipk+'Ai + Uk+ 1 , where Di is a constant, if

2mi N {N1'imx 2

Np2(k+1) 2 ±2(k+1) 2 p ' Di>tr max , < 2p" -
i,max ,max Pi,max Oi,max

for some positive a, { and p. Here p-ka is the diagonal element of matrix pk+1 -p 0 .1Pi,max i.

with the maxmal absolute value and i,max is the largest singular value of Ai.More
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specifically,

uk -u*|| (1+ p)Juk+1- -u*2

for some p > 0, where G= diag(DI - I,...,DN I, I). The selection of p is specified

in (J.15).

Proof. Since the proximal term||xi - x| 2 kis required to be nonnegative, the matrix

lFkl should be positive definite. With Di . I = ATpk+Ai + F+1 we just need to

guarantee that the Di satisfy Di - Omax(ATpk*Ai) > 0 where o-nax(Z) and C-min(Z)

denote the maximal and the minimal non-zero singular value of Z, respectively. It

leads to Di > pk+l a0~ where o-i,max is the largest singular value of Ai and p isi,max t,rnax i,max

the maximum diagonal element ofpi(+.

To show the linear convergence, it suffices to determine p > 0 such that,

11u k- 1212 (1+ p)uk+1 _U*11 2  (J.2)

which can be reformulated as

uk - u*1 2 _Uk+1 U*2 >pJJUk+1 U*112.   (J.3)

With the strong convexity,

(x - y, Vf(x) - Vf(y)) mi x - y112. (J4)

And from (J.1), we have

Vfi(x ') = AQ(A k +Z * Ajx i- c))+l - *1). (J.5)
j#i

Also from the KKT condition, for the optimal states A* and x* = (x*,..., x*)

N

Vf(x*) = A A*, Aix* = c. (J.6)
i=1
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Substituting the above equations into (J.4)

N

(x I- *T - A T (Ak _A*)-A Tpk (Ai (xk*1-x )+ Aj (x -x*))+T +IX -X k1)) M, Il** - X12

j=1

(J.7)

Summing up all for each i, it is noted that EN Ai(x + - x*) = (Ak - Ak+l) and

u1_TGk k+1 k+1- k _k+1)+ T +1Ai + r +1 _ +1
(U k+1- u *)T G(uk _Uk -A+1)=T(A- (X~ - x*)T (A p)(X i+

i=1

> - ||Ak - Ak+112 + + N 1Ai(x *+ - ( Aj(xk
i=1 i=1 j=1

x)).

(J.8)

Here, let the matrix G = diag({DI, ... , DN, }),where Di = Di -I, then it suffices to

showI|uk- u* - uk+1- u*I12 p|uk 1- u* 2. On the other hand, Iuk- u*J2_

Iuk+1 - u*1 = 2(uk+1 - u*)TG(uk - uk) + ±luk- u k+12. Referring to (J.8), it is

equivalent to figure out p such that,

N N N N

2mi x +1 _ <112 ± +1 _ ))T( A (x/ - x))+ D x - 2

i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1

Zk+ k 2 (ZDIxc+ - *112 + k+l- A*11 2 )A -A 11> P(Y i =1 X I

(J.9)

From (J.5) and with the fact that xk - x =x - x + + x * - x we get

Ijk+1- A*11 2  2 IIAT(Ak+1- A*)1 2
N- 2i,min

=- Vf(x)- AAk k+) (xk k+1) T k+1 Aj(x -k

i_-min - A - x )+Ap j 1 - x)

5 (M x* - x1 +<rimax I JA- Ak+1 2+DIx x i 2 +
ti min

N 2 N

P2(k+1) CT2 N j(k- ±Pikm1x)12 max 2(+1A.-2

i,ax) ,max A(k+ (imax1L Aj(x+1
j=1 j=1

X*\11 2
_ 20

(J.10)

where o-i,min is the smallest nonzero singular value of Ai. For simplicity, p 2kJ)
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(pk I)2. Now, we substitute (J.10) to (J.9), and then it can be reformulated as

3(2m- 5Mp -D)IIXt +1- _<112±( - 5pDI ).jk _ xlII 2

minm - Dip) x - 2+ Z(Di )|--

N 2i - ± N N
I5 N 2kimax 3_k+1122 N k+ 1k- k+1112 T 0

i=1 i,min i=1 j=1

N 2(k+1) 2 N 2
- p E imax i1 -max ( Aj (x - x +1) + _ I k+I112 )>0.

i=1 i,mmn j=1
(J.11)

Moreover, 2(ZN ph1 Ai(xk - x*))T(N Aj(xk - x)) can be rewritten as

2(
i=1

N

N
p I Ai(x k* - x ))T( A (x- ))

j=1

N2

p +1 A(x + - T( A(x - x k+ + (Ak- Ak+1)TPO(k - Ak+1)+
k+ Ok+ *T Ek+1

+1 _ p+)A(x T (k _ - k+1)

Si=1

2pIIk- 1 k+1j2 N max10- *~nxI 71 2
- N No- ax

2 ~  2
II - 3 YaNp(klci Jx kX+1 3_ Xa _xE _Xk+ 1II

j2 1 i1ax i

N
'7a 5(kl O~2 m IXk+,X1 1  _2 N II j-Ak+1 11 2

, 1max Ci 2maI I /LII

(J.12)

where p0 - p0 - I and pkax is the maximum diagonal element of matrix pk+ - pO.

Further, we have the following AM-GM inequality

N 2 N

A (x - x*)s N o-71ma - 2.

j=1 j=1

(J. 13)
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Combining (29), (30) and (31), we find that it suffices to find out p such that

2~-ap(k+)o 2 _ 2(k+1)cr 2  I~k+ 112 2-ip- ~pi,max 0i'max -ai'max 0ti,maxj Iix - i

No-2  5pD2  5po.2  N- i.,max __ __ _ ,max

a <NO-> {
i,mmn j=1

92(k+1)2
Pj,max 7,max) IXk _ Xk+112+

j,min

N 1

ag2 g
5p pax + -,max

+ g N o-2 .)I~ - A°12 _0
t=1 ,mmn

Therefore, p can be selected as

2mi- ~p2(k+1) 2 2(k+1) 2

min 2m- aNiax max - a imax
5MiI~ + D-

(Nc-

Di- rmax
a

5D
2  

2 2(k+1) 2
±5D, 5c,max N Pj,max j,max

(No- n j ,min

(J.15)2p 0 N

2(k+1) 9

N Pimax
i=1 g N 0-min

To guarantee that p > 0, the parameters a, Di, p and { should satisfy:

2mi

Np (k+)o-.2 2(k+1)2i,max i,rnax + ,max O,max

Di>maxfp+ o9i,max i,max'

0N
PO > -

2a'

{< 2po0 _ N

NoK?
imax

a (J.16)

E5

Similar to Theorem 3.1.3, we consider the first-order approximation based updating

rule,

k+1 T-lrjk _k+1 X' k _x C) k+1k N.r~x : Di-1A(A -pA( A .- )) +u.x - Vfi(X)].
jfi

To quantify the loss from the approximation, we provide the following lemma.
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(J.17)
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Lemma J.0.2. First-order approximation based ADMM, with modified updating

procedure (J.17) still enjoys the linear convergence rate with proper penalty selection

specified in (J.22)

Proof. Under the strong continuity of both f and its gradient Vf, for any x and y,

IIVf (x) - Vfi(y)|| 2 < Mi Ix -y|2 ,

and we use the following fact, for any z

f(x)- f(y) VfT(z)(x - y) + lix - z112,

and with strong convexity we have

x l - 112 + Vf(x*)T( - x7) f* x : ) - f(X*) x 1 + - 2

(J. 18)

On the other hand, since ATA* = Vf(x*), thus

MxII -lk ~ _ ±*1 X~ *TV ) T Mi k _k+1112.
Sx - - (V f(x) -AA*)+ 2 -x -x .

Recalling (J.17) that Vf(x ) = At(A -=*l(Aik+ i Ax k- c))+ x * )

we have the following,

N

x- 1kh- x*112 <(Xk+l )T(A T(Ak-A*)-A TP+Z Aj(x -x)+Di (xk-xk*

j=1

±LMIl - k x_ +1112.+ ||x - x .

(J. 19)
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Due to the approximation, we have a different bound as

1 N 2|Ar - Vf(X) Vf (x - - T(Ak- -DiAx- - x1) A p ZAj(x - x)

i,min j=1

(a) 5k1- *12+ 2 k k11 2k
2 ) (2Mi Ixh1- 12 +o-imax I A- 2 + (D + 2Mi)|x - x 112 +

0-i,min

N 2 N 2

P2(k+1) -2 N' Ajk -Xk+ 12 + 2(k+1)(_T2 N V~ X)

Pi,max ci max LA(x1 - x 1 ) pimax 'max LA(xj+ 1 _

j=1 j=1
(J.20)

where (a) is from the fact that IVf(xf)- Vf*(x,*)| 2 sMx- x + - 7-12

2Mlx/- x+12 + 2MIx+1
-_ 2 The rest of the proof is similar to thatofLemma

J.0.1, and the p can be selected as

2(k+1) 2 -.2(k+1) 2

min mi - aNpimax cimax - apimax O-imax
1OMy + Di

gfyo-7"nun

No7. 2po   N
Di - 'ax - M

2 2(k+1) . 2(k+1)
5(D,+2Mi) 5

Ti,max EN P,max N Pi,max

4No-2.mn j=1 .i=1( 2 ±

with parameters:
mi

a < Np2(k+1) 2 + '2(k+1) 2
Npi,max oi,max Pi,max i,max

Di > max{p, * 2 ax a ,N ax + Mi}'i,maxo-i'maxl

p > -
2a

{< 2po _0

(J. 21)

2
-K 'max

N c-2

(J.22)

01

Finally, we consider the perturbation version: an independent noise Ak is added at

the end of the updating procedure (J.17) as that of Algorithm 1.

Theorem J.0.1. With the same assumptions as Lemma J.0.2, if the updating pro-

cedure further perturbs with an independent noise Ai*, same as Algorithm 1, there
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exists a constant a e (0,1) and residual Rk such that

uk -u*2 < ak u --u*|| + R k, (J.23)

where the expression of a and Rk can be found in the following proof. 1 With a total

E LDP budget,*uk- u* 2 _(d 3
N ) and under relaxed (E,6)-LDP, this bound is

sharpened to 5( d ' ), where we ignore other constants with respect to Ai andf.

Here 5 is the big-O that ignores logarithmic factors.

Proof. From the updating procedure with noise,

x * = D-1 (A Tpk+(c - Ajx k) + AT Ak + *lXk - V + A**
j#i

(J.24)

We then derive the expression of Vf(xk) as follows,

N

Vf(x) = AT Ak - ATk 1 Aj(x - x)+ Di(xk - x + Di &ki.

j=1
(J.25)

It is noted that the only difference, when compared to (J.5), arises from the additional

term A . Due to the strong convexity assumed, we conduct a similar reasoning as

(J.19) and have the following inequality:

N

x 1 _ 2  - xr (Ai(Ak - A*) - A + AjAx - x)
j=1

+ Di(x - xk+1) +DiAl) + AXk- X+1 2

By summing up over i from I to N on both sides of (J.26), we have

N N N

2 -)+ _ +1AT k - A*)- A p* 1 > AjTx - x*)

i=1 i=1 j=1

+ Di(x - x)+DiA 2)+ 1X- x/*+11I2).

(J.26)

(J.27)

'In particular, when limko Ak -> 0 for each i, i.e., a diminishing noise is utilized, lim kR -- 0.
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By moving the left hand side to the right hand side, and taking the term DiAk+I

out of the summation, we have

N N

x - x (A (Ak - A*) - AAj x - x*) +Di(xk- xDi ))+
i=1 j=1

(1)

A~ Ik _ kh' 2 -i k+1 I Z~~1  X*) TDA 1

x h -x+ 2 1  12 + - Di & 0.

(1)(2)

(J.28)

Therefore, the proof of Lemma J.0.2 is an analysis on term (1). From Lemma J.0.2,

there exists p > 0 for parameters within the admissible range defined in (J.16),

Uk - u*12 > (1+p) Iuk+1 _ u*l|2. Now combining both terms (1) and (2) to show the

convergence rate, it still holds with almost the same reasoning except one difference.

Due to the noise, the upper bound of IIAk+l - A*112, given before as (J.10), becomes

IIAk+ - * 11 2

2 Ii x ) - Vf(x*) - A (Ak k+1) -Di(x -x ) + TP+1 Aj(x - x)+Di A+ 2

i,mmn j=1

26 (2Mi|* -_ 2 +||Ai(Ak - A k+1) 112 +(D + 2M) IIxk 2+
i,min

N N
2(k+1) 2 Xk- 2+ 2(+)2 k+1_ 2I~k112

max iiax j max Ajx - + D A
j=1 j=1

(J.29)

The changes in the constants here slightly change the range of p selection but do not

affect the existence of p such that

I *uk -u*| >(1+p)|uk+I u*I|1-2 Di(x ~l -5T&* - 662
i=1 i=1 i,mmn

N 6(5D? D.
( (1- &)p)|uk+1 - u *112 6E D + #) IIA II

G i=1 (No-tin EP

(J.30)
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where e (0,1). Let a then 2

IuK+1 -* 2 aIUK + 2 + -)aIIAK+11 2
G ~i= G {No- EP

N ±Z 2 A K+1 1 2 (J.33)
!a K+1 0 - 12 + _) E a' IIAK+2-k 11

i=1 imin EP k=1

=aK+ 1 U 0- U*12 +R K+1.

At last, we analyze the utility-privacy tradeoff. With respect to the 4oo sensitivity,

based on the Laplace mechanism [54], let each coordinate of A' for any k, i.i.d. follow

Lap(, 'Dd) for the composition across K iterations and d dimensions in pure E-LDP.

Substituting the above form into (J.30), we have

uK _ *2 - 0aK O 0 - u*|| + 2Nd(°°Kd)2),

GN d3

which isO( N ) due to the exponential decaying of the first term. Here we omit all

other constants to avoid the tedious expression on-. Similarly, under (e,6)-LDP,

with the strong composition [50], we only require that each coordinate of Ak for any

2 As a short comment, when limK- IIAK2 - 0, there exists a constant C that N( +

i)||AK1|2 < C maxI|Af||2. Therefore,

K+1

RK+1 < C max Ak1aK+2-k.
k=1

For any arbitrarily small constant z > 0, there exists ko, such that for any K > 2ko,

ko) ko

C max|jAk||2 aK+
1-k Cako 2 ako+l-k<

k=1 k=1

On the other hand, maxI|Ak112 < z2 for any k > ko. Therefore,

k, K K

RK < kcmaX 2 K+1-k + C ZmaX aK+1-k < +CmaX .+112 K-k Z.

k=1 k=ko+1 - 2 k=ko+1
(J.32)
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k, i.i.d. follow Lap(O, O( eD ))and thus the utility loss is O(N d2 ).3

3 Note that in relaxed LDP, 5 is assumed as a constant and E is sufficiently small. Thus we drop
the log(!) term.
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